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BEDFORD BRANCH 

Chairperson’s chat 

Hi Ladies 

Welcome to our 25th Anniversary edition of Tittle Tattle.  

What a splendid achievement to keep our support group   

going for that length of time and how marvellous it is to still 

have Marie Crowe as a member.   You can read Marie’s    

article on how the group was formed by her and Brenda  

Gilbert on page 2, followed by  Gloria’s  reflections on the 

early days of Bosom Pals.   

The picture in the top right-hand corner of this page shows 

Di, Margaret and myself when we attended the  HM Lord-Lieutenant of Bedfordshire’s Annual 

Service of Thanksgiving for Voluntary Organisations at  St Mary’s Church in Woburn to which 

various  charities had been invited. 

Brenda and Margaret went along to Tudor Rose in Oakley to see the ladies who make the heart 

shaped cushions for the Breastcare unit.  It is very generous of them to give their time plus the 

materials for free so thank you ladies from Bosom Pals.    If any of you would like one, we also 

have some available at our meetings.   

I hope members will join the committee at the various events as we celebrate our                    

25th  Anniversary and that we can all continue to provide support to ladies with breast cancer 

well into the future.   The Lord Lieutenant of Bedfordshire is planning on coming to the          

afternoon tea at the Millhouse Hotel and the High Sheriff of Bedfordshire should be at our     

charity coffee evening in September. 

Love to all 

Denise x 
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How Bosom Pals Was Formed – Marie’s Story 

Marie Crowe, Founder Member with Brenda’s daughter  

I was 32 years old when diagnosed with breast cancer in 1985 and although I had a very supportive husband, I found there 
was  nowhere to go to get help and advice on the “unknown”, no support where to get bras, swimwear, support to answer 
worrying     questions.  No one to talk to who understood all my fears.  I was very lucky, as I mentioned I had a           
supportive husband and a positive outlook and continued to windsurf and play badminton and lead a normal life.  I felt as 
if I was the only one with this condition but carried on, had up days and down ones, also tears but got through.  

Some years later in 1994 whilst working as a receptionist at Bedford Hospital I was working alongside Brenda Gilbert 
who worked on the WRVS helpdesk, when she was diagnosed with Breast Cancer in 1993.  I told her about myself and 
helped her through it, she said without my help and support she didn’t know how she would have coped as no help was 
still available.  I did on one occasion attend Cancer Care but felt this mixed group was not for me, I am sure it helped 
many people but not myself.  

Brenda then asked me to set up a support group, and we attended Milton Keynes Bosom Pals, this made our minds up that 
it was what  Bedford needed.  So after lots of advertising, radio appeals, begging for raffle prizes and arranging a meeting 
hall we were off.  In the meantime, a breast care nurse was appointed, which was brilliant news, so we waited for Gloria 
Shingler to take up her post and she joined us with the Group.  

The first meeting was a great success and attended by many ladies.  We saw this was a much needed support group, and 
with     Gloria’s continued support the group continued and with many of the ladies from this first meeting a committee 
was later formed and charity status was achieved.  

Sadly after just 2 meetings Brenda passed away, I lost a very good friend.  Her three daughters continued to support the 
meetings and I decided to arrange a fashion show in her memory, myself and ladies from the group were models and the 
evening was a great success and raised a lot of money for charity.  

Later Elizabeth Wiggins was appointed and meant we had the great support of two breast care nurses, the group goes from 
strength to strength with the hard work of all involved and I am very happy about this and thank everyone, please continue 
the much needed work ladies!  

Marie Crowe 

Founder Member 
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Twenty Five years !!!!!   

After reading Marie’s account of her personal involvement in setting up Bosom Pals along with Brenda and her wonderful daughters 

and family, I started to reflect on those early days of Bosom Pals and the setting up of Bedford Hospital Breast service at the same 

time and how they interlinked.    Prior to Nursing I worked as a junior civil servant for the Army in war-torn Cyprus. This, along with 

taking in refugees, taught me about fear of the unknown and accompanying anxieties. This led me into nursing. After working for  

several years managing and supporting ladies undergoing breast surgery along with the hospital Macmillan Nurse,  I underwent     

specialist Breast Nurse training at The Royal Marsden Hospital. This superb experience enabled confidence in managing not only the 

practical aspects of Breast Cancer, but also insight into the psychological trauma experienced by the patient and their family, along 

with wound care, pain control, body image {tied up with prosthesis and reconstruction} and lymphoedema, a debilitating condition 

more  widespread then, linked to the management of breast disease. Research was also encouraged at this leading hospital.                

A college Diploma in Counselling completed these early studies.  

Setting up the Breast service required an Action Plan, partly practical but, in the main, relying on the support and interaction of      

hospital staff. My main objective though, was to locate patients previously treated for Breast Cancer and, importantly, understand 

how I could support them. Imagine my amazement when, on entering the hospital, I was greeted with the comment, ‘There are ladies 

who have had Breast Cancer who would like to set up a ‘Breast Cancer Support Group’! My spirits soared – this was like ‘icing on the 

cake’.   

 Meeting Brenda and Marie was fantastic. Their enthusiasm for their project reflected mine for my new role. The excitement of their 

first Bosom Pals meeting in St. Andrews Church Hall with good support from the patients and discussion of future plans for the service 

was exhilarating. Advising patients of the nursing support was an added bonus, allowing me to make contact.  I also promised          

full-blown support of their service wherever required, amazingly still ongoing twenty five years later. Nursing support increased after 

a year to involve Elizabeth and now has several nurses. Sadly Brenda died only a few months after setting up, but her wonderful   

daughters continued to support Marie and her team.  

The staff at Bedford hospital were exceptional in their support when setting up the Breast Nursing service. The senior surgical nurse 

{Sister Wogan}, had high standards which were reflected in the care of patients on the ward and her interest in this new service. The 

Outpatients, Oncology {Later Dr Thomas and his shared research], Pharmacology and Xray, along with the external support from the 

wonderful  Gladys Ibbett Day Hospice helped improve the patient and family experience which indirectly supported my service and 

Bosom Pals.  

Their poor monetary beginnings have also changed due to Jean’s and my  interest in funding for both Bosom Pals and the Breast Unit. 
Various fund raisers, including joint cake stalls, brought money for equipment for the Unit and treats for Bosom Pals. A Council-run 
study day, however, enabled Jean and  Adriana  to apply for Charity status for Bosom Pals which they achieved, an amazing feat!!! 
 
Bosom Pals has gone from strength to strength. Chairwomen and committees have changed but to me, their underlying focus on    
support, education and entertainment, is impressive.  Jean, supported by Adriana , ran the group successfully for many years with the 
addition of a regular newsletter.  The group is now ably managed by Denise, assisted by  the other committee members.  
 
CONGRATULATIONS BOSOM PALS. 
Your input to the Breast Cancer Community has been immense. 
Regular monthly meetings are held with interesting speakers, for many years in the Primrose Unit, until the member’s numbers  
greatly increased when they relocated to the Transfiguration Church Hall in Kempston. 
Families have met and benefited from your special get-togethers, especially at Christmas, summer and on important occasions. The 
food has been superb and so has the company.  Day time coffee shop meet-ups in Bedford town centre give additional support. 
There has been sadness and some memorable members are sadly missed. Everyone has had the benefit of the fun and camaraderie 
of the group,  like belonging to one happy family. 
Above all, the men have also been supported, with those willing to share with others their own experiences. 
 
Thank you also to all those I haven’t mentioned – you’re absolutely AMAZING !!! 
 
WELL DONE. 
 

Gloria Shingler 
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BREAST CARE NURSES 

Below are the direct numbers to enable a member to speak or leave a message for one of the 

breast care nurses. 

If you leave a message please ensure you clearly leave your name and telephone number so 

that they can return your call. 

Don’t forget there is usually a breast care nurse at each monthly meeting that you can also 

speak to.  Just make sure you let a Committee member know and they will arrange it for you.  

This will be in total privacy. 

Direct line for the office   01234 792057 

  
Bleeps …..     01234 355122   ask operator to bleep 112/402 

  
Email  bhn-tr.bedfordbreastcarenurses@nhs.net 

I feel very positive about the ways in which the Programme has helped people on previous courses.  If  anyone would like 
to contact me to discuss further my email is rachelbryce546@btinternet.com 

The HOPE programme is a self- management course created by Coventry University  and partners.  It is for anyone who has 
cancer and is held at King's House in Ampthill Road, Bedford and there is no cost  involved.   

"Evidence based activities such as goal setting, relaxation and gratitude diaries help create an upward spiral of positive 
emotions such as joy and humour leading to improved confidence, happiness and well-being."  

FINDING IT TOUGH LIVING 

WITH CANCER OR AFTER TREATMENT? 

WE CAN OFFER HOPE 

 

 

 

 

Bosom Pals arranges transport for our members to go to “Look Good...Feel Better”  (LGFB) workshops at Luton & Dunstable 
Hospital.  The LGFB programme is a great way for cancer patients to get back to the person they were—and be happy with 
the person they are now.  During the workshop you meet women, of all ages,  in similar situations , share your “war stories” 
and have fun trying new make-up looks.  You can try colours and products you wouldn’t normally use.  Professional beauty 
therapists are on hand for advice on how to draw eyebrows and help arrange wigs.  It is a very inspiring and positive work-
shop.  If you haven’t attended a workshop and would like to please contact our organiser Di Gonse or just let one of the  
Committee know.  

mailto:bhn-tr.bedfordbreastcarenurses@nhs.net
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Introducing you to “Willow” a national charity, which aims to offer a “Special Day” to  every seriously 

ill young adult in the UK.  These can be anything from a day out to a short break and popular        

requests include city breaks, holiday park breaks, concerts, sporting events and theme parks.       

They must be taken in the UK. 

To be eligible for a Special Day , you must meet the following criteria:- 

1. Aged between 16 and 40 

2. Resident in the UK. 

3. In receipts of treatment for life threatening illness such as cancer, motor neurone disease, cystic 

fibrosis, Huntingdon’s disease and others. 

4. You have not previously had a Special Day through Willow. 

 If you are eligible, you can apply for your Special Day online, or send an application form via 

email, fax or post. (details below). 

 With your permission, Willow will contact your Medical Practioner to confirm your diagnosis/

application. 

 You will be assigned your own “Special Day Maker” who will work with you to bring about your 

“Special Day” choice.  

 Willow will arrange everything for you—ENJOY! 

APPLICATIONS:- 

 On-line, website is willowfoundation.org.uk 

 By post, application forms from Di Gonse, to:-    Freepost RTSC-SULK-GBZZ,  

                                                                                        Willow 

                                                                                        Gate House  

                                                                                        Fretherne Road 

                                                                                        Welwyn Garden City 

                                                                                        Herts  AL8 6NS 

 By fax to:-  01707 259289 

 By email :- send a scanned copy to info@willowfoundation.org.uk 

For further information, call Willow on 10707 259777 or visit website:- willowfoundation.org.uk 

Find them on Facebook and Twitter @willow-fdn 

 

Kind regards Di Gonse 
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the heart cushion 

 A lady called Maggie Martin who had been diagnosed with 

breast cancer  was lying in bed after her mastectomy and came 

up with the idea of making a heart shaped cushion to help ease 

the pain of both herself and other people.   

These cushions are now made by volunteers at Tudor Rose in 

Oakley.  Several times a year these lovely ladies get together 

and make a lot of cushions which are given to the breast care 

unit at Bedford Hospital. 

Margaret and I went along to the session in March to meet the 

lovely ladies who give up their time for free. 

The sessions are held by Frances Bulmer and she was joined at 

this session by Ruth Allanach, Gill Geach, Marion Baille and 

Kathy Mountford—all pictured on the left. 

We listened to the ladies who had stories to tell of why they   

volunteer to make these cushions. 

Frances had already made the heart cushions themselves to be 

inserted into the sewn heart, and also the lavender sachets.   

Ribbon is also added. 

The ladies were all busy sewing and ironing and Frances            

explained that she rings the Primrose unit to see how their    

supplies are before they get together.  

If anyone wishes to join these ladies the next session is in       

October. 

We thanked these very kind ladies on behalf of all our members 

who have received one of these cushions and we are very   

grateful to them for their support. 

It is very much appreciated. 

I would also like to thank Ann Pratt, chairperson of Aragon Lace who kindly made and donated a few heart  

cushions directly to us at Bosom Pals, these are available from Brenda at the monthly meetings. 
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Ladies don’t forget we have our own Avon lady Catherine Long.   

Catherine attends most meetings and social events and usually has 

her Avon book with her. 

 

So if there is anything you want from Avon,  speak to  

Catherine or call her on 07837 672398 

 
 

Macmillan Welfare Rights Service 
 

Some members who weren’t present at our January meeting may be interested in this item. 

Samantha Condor, Macmillan Welfare Rights Advisor spoke about the various benefits people  
undergoing cancer treatment are entitled to.  83% of people with cancer are, on average, £570 a 
month worse off because of their diagnosis. 

This is made up of reduced income and increased costs. 

Macmillan aim to reach people early in the cancer pathway and ideally would like patients to    
register with them as soon as possible after diagnosis so that they have their details when      
assistance is required.  A very simple to complete form is available from the Macmillan Team 
room in the Primrose Unit at Bedford Hospital or they can be contacted on 0300 300 8145 
where they will provide free, impartial and confidential advice.  Alternatively you can email    
macmillan@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk. 

Macmillan can provide a benefit entitlement check and assist in completing the benefit claim, 
challenge decisions to appeal, identify and apply for grants and refer to other agencies for help 
and support where needed.   

Some benefits, such as Attendance Allowance and Personal Independence Payment are not means 
tested and are non-taxable.   

Samantha stressed that there is no stigma attached to claiming benefits that you are entitled to 
but she said most people have a lack of knowledge about their entitlements. 

mailto:macmillan@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk
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PROFILE OF BRENDA HART 

SOCIAL SECRETARY 

I joined Bosom Pals in 2016 and was made to feel very welcome by both the Committee and the members 
which is why I decided to join the Committee when the opportunity arose.  I took on the role of Social     
Secretary and was given so much support by both past and present Committee members for which I thank 
them all. 

I was diagnosed with breast cancer is 2008 but had found a lump in 2007 but did an extremely stupid thing 
and didn’t deal with it.  In fact I booked a flight to Australia and stayed with a friend for 5 weeks.  It was a 
very long journey home as I knew I had to face the fact I had found a lump that didn’t go away.   

Mine is a story that I am not proud of and have done nothing but nag people since to ensure they regularly 
check themselves and deal with their issues.  I was incredibly lucky that after two lumpectomies and         
radiotherapy that I was given the all clear. 

I have lived in Thurleigh all my life.  I attended Thurleigh Primary school and then Margaret Beaufort school 
in Riseley.  When I left school I went to work at County Hall with a great group of people and we would often 
be out in Bedford dancing the night away.   

After 13 years and reaching the age of 30 I decided to leave and open a wool shop down Castle Road called 
Knit One Purl One but decided to sell in 1991 as I had secured myself a job as the local post lady in         
Thurleigh, a job I loved.  After 4 years on the post I was given the opportunity to work in the office for 5 
weeks and have been there ever since.   

After going to see Jesus Christ Superstar at a theatre in London just before I left school I was hooked and 
have been to see so many shows since and it is still my passion.  I also love to read books and sew especially 
contemporary goldwork.  I am ashamed to say I have a lot of projects still on the go and my hope is to finish 
at least some of them this year. 

This year I joined as a volunteer at The Place in Bedford, which is a very small theatre with some great    
productions so now I get to see more and give something back at the same time.   I have also joined Aragon 
lace ladies and Bletsoe WI.  I guess this is going to be one very busy year. 

 

USED STAMPS 

If you have any used postage stamps you don’t want then please bring them along to the 

monthly meeting as our Committee member Margaret Church collects them for the  

KNITTED  KNOCKERS CHARITY 

For ladies who wear these instead of prothesis , especially at the beginning of their treatment. 

We also have patterns available so please let a Committee member know if you want the 

pattern. 
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For many people who have cancer and are undergoing treatment, being able to concentrate on reading, or even 
holding books for long periods of time can be difficult to do. Audiobooks could provide the answer.  

Listening Books is a UK charity providing an audiobook library service for anyone who finds that an illness,            
disability, mental health condition, or learning difficulty impacts on their ability to read or hold books. They have 
over 8,000 fiction and non-fiction audiobooks in their library, for adults and children, from bestselling authors 
such as J. K. Rowling, George R. R. Martin, Agatha Christie, David Walliams and many more. Members can       
borrow titles in three easily accessible ways: sent directly through the post on MP3 CD with no postage or late 
cost fees, downloaded to a portable device like a mobile phone or tablet and streamed online via a laptop or 
computer from their website or app.  

Listening Books are currently offering free memberships to people living in Bedfordshire, who would find their    
usual membership fees (between £20 - £45 per year) difficult to cover. They don’t ask for any financial proof, 
just a self-declaration that the fees would be a barrier to joining.  

 For more information, please visit: www.listening-books.org.uk, or get in touch with Claire Gosden, by calling: 
020 7407 9417 or email:  info@listening-books.org.uk.    

Claire Gosden 

Membership and Recruitment Administrator 
020 7407 9417 
12 Lant Street, London SE1 1QH 
cgosden@listening-books.org.uk 
www.listening-books.org.uk 

There are over 4,100 stores from which to shop online and they give different 
percentages but all the small amounts added together help. There are also gift 
cards from a wide range of stores so when you are stuck for a present for a 
friend or family member, take a look at the site and see if there is something 
suitable for the recipient. 

The price you pay for your goods is exactly the same as if you have ordered direct or 
gone into the actual store.  The percentage received varies from store to store but     
pennies here and pounds there soon add up with no effort needed from you to 
raise the money for Bosom Pals. 

It is very easy to register your details and select Bosom Pals Bedford as your 
chosen charity so please consider using the Give as you Live site when shopping 
online. 

http://www.listening-books.org.uk
javascript:handleMailto('mailto:info@listening-books.org.uk');return%20false;
https://www.google.com/maps/place/12+Lant+St,+London+SE1+1QH/@51.5013965,-0.0994937,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x487604a6fbbfe889:0xf0b9dbaae986941!8m2!3d51.5013965!4d-0.097305
javascript:handleMailto('mailto:cgosden@listening-books.org.uk');return%20false;
http://www.listening-books.org.uk/
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PARAPROSDOKIANS   

   
 Paraprosdokians are figures of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or phrase is surprising or unex-
pected & is frequently humorous. (Winston Churchill loved them.)   
   
1. Where there's a will, I want to be in it.   

2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you.... but it's still on my list.   

3. Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear them speak.   

4. If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.   

5. We never really grow up.... we only learn how to act in public.   

6. War does not determine who is right, only who is left.   

7. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.  

8. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research.   

9. I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.   

10. You do not need a parachute to skydive. You only need a parachute to skydive twice.   

11.  I used to be indecisive, but now I'm not so sure.  

12. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first & call whatever you hit the target.   

13. Going to church doesn't make you a Christian, any more than standing in a garage makes you a car.   

14. You're never too old to learn something stupid.   

15. I'm supposed to respect my elders, but it's getting harder & harder for me to find one now.  

  Spread the Laughter, Share the Cheer, Let's Be Happy While We're here!  

LUXURY POTATO SALAD 

455g new potatoes, cooked, cooled and diced 

230g low fat cottage cheese – blitzed in the blender 

1 bunch spring onions – finely chopped 

2 gerkins – chopped – optional 

2 tsps dried dill 

60g grapes – halved 

3 hard boiled eggs – chopped or grated 

1 tbsp low fat salad cream  

2 apples – cored and chopped 

Once the potatoes and eggs are cool, mix all the ingredients together. 
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TUESDAY 2ND APRIL 2019 

 

We held another Indian Summer 

buffet this year as it is a very 

popular event. 

 

We had it later this year as we 

didn’t want to have to deal with 

the snow as we did last year.   

Although it was snowing in Milton 

Keynes. 

 

101 people attended and we 

raised a massive 

£1019.00 

 

This money will be for our own 

charity as it is our 

 25th Anniversary year. 

We would like to thank Jay and his 

team for such wonderful food & 

service again this year. 

 

A big thank you to all of you who 

attended and made this another 

great night with good company.   

Hope you like the photo’s. 

 

Maybe we will see you next year if 

we organise another one! 
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      FORTHCOMING EVENTS FOR 2019 

If you are interested in attending any of the events please either add your name to the lists available at the 

monthly meetings or contact Brenda at:  bosom-palsbedford@outlook.com 

  SUNDAY 8TH SEPTEMBER 

25TH ANNIVERSAY AFTERNOON TEA FOR MEMBERS ONLY 

 

WEDNESDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER  

CHARITY COFFEE EVENING 

BRING YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS ALONG 

£2 ENTRY TO INCUDE TEA/COFFEE AND CAKE 

JIGSAW TOMBOLA, BOOK STALL, CAKE STALL AND OTHER STALLS 

 

FRIDAY 29TH NOVEMBER  

CHRISTMAS DINNER FOR MEMBERS AND A GUEST 

 

4TH TO 8TH DECEMBER 

CHRISTMAS TREE FESTIVAL 

 

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 11TH 

SOCIAL EVENING FOR MEMBERS AND FAMILY 

£2 PER PERSON INCLUDES BUFFET AND DRINKS 

CHILDREN FREE 

 

Any suggestions are always welcome, there is a suggestion box available at each meeting, and all             

suggestions will be discussed by the Committee. 

  

COFFEE MEET-UPS 2019 

GALLONE’S ICE-CREAM PARLOUR—BEDFORD 

AUGUST—NO COFFEE MEET-UP 

SEPTEMBER 19TH — 1400 TO 1530  

OCTOBER  17TH —PUB LUNCH AT THE BLUEBELL 1330 

NOVEMBER  27TH —1030 TO NOON 

DECEMBER—NO COFFEE MEET-UP 

Hope you can come along for a chat with a member of the Committee and others 

and enjoy a cup of coffee or even an ice-cream. 
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S 
uggestions and ideas are always welcome.  If 

you have any then you can either complete a 

form and post in the suggestion box on the 

table at the meetings or email Brenda at 

bosom-palsbedford@outlook.com 

All suggestions will be discussed with the committee. 

If writing a cheque please make it payable to  

Bosom Pals 

Or you can pay into our account 

Bosom Pals 

Sort code  20—05—74 

Bank account number  33505308 

W hilst Bosom Pals encourages 

the free exchange of ideas and 

information, the views  expressed by 

individual speakers are the personal 

opinions of the speaker, and not     

necessarily the view of the Group or 

Bedford Hospital NHS Trust.  You are 

advised to consult your normal health 

care professional before changing any 

current treatment regimes.  

S 
o where and when do we meet? 

  2nd Wednesday of each month, at the 

Transfiguration Church Hall Kempston Bedford 

MK42 8BQ  commencing at 7.30pm finishing at 09.45pm 

prompt. 

Your details are kept on our membership database for Bosom Pals Purposes only and are not passed onto any other   

organisation.  Please remember to let us know if you change your contact details.  If you wish  your details to be        

removed from our database and if you no longer wish to receive “Tittle Tattle” please contact Denise Thorne, 

 details above.   

Data Protection—Articles submitted for inclusion in “Tittle Tattle” will appear on the Bosom Pals 

Website and may appear in other media sites. 

Name Position Phone No Email 

Denise Thorne Chairperson 01234 771746 deniseandgeoffrey@gmail.com 

Melia Taylor Treasurer   

Brenda Hart Social Secretary 01234 771797 bosom-palsbedford@outlook.com 

Pauline Hooper Programme Organiser 01234 350079 dphlely@btinternet.com 

Margaret Church Members Secretary   

Eve Hirst 

Di Gonse 

Sue Tomkins 

Secretary 

LGFB Organiser 

Raffle 

01234 824592 

01525 403172 

 

COMMITTEE CONTACTS 
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BOSOM PALS MEETINGS AUGUST TO JANUARY 2020 
 

 

  14TH AUGUST – We will be playing “Crazy Bag” whist 

  and having homemade cakes with tea/coffee.   You  

  will need to bring 3 items, 1 x 50p, 1 x £1 and 1 x £1.50 

                              in a gift or similar bag which can stand on the floor 

 

 

11 SEPTEMBER – we will be holding a Charity coffee 

evening with homemade  cakes, cake stall, book table and 
jigsaw tombola 

 

 

 

  9 OCTOBER – Marilyn Two will be talking about 

  Bedfordshire Lace and will bring some for                                 

  members to try. 

 

 

13 NOVEMBER – Alan Goodger who showed us his fantastic 

wildlife photos in March 2017 is coming with his wife to play  

Christmas music on their ukuleles 

 

 

    

    11 DECEMBER - Christmas social with wine and buffet 

    supper at the Centenary Hall 

 

 

 

8  JANUARY – open meeting with tea/coffee and cake. 

 

 

 

 

 


